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Crossing, 2014

    

Placing and Perspectives
    



Preferred possibilities are low level, 
close up, alongside, within, 
beneath, overhead, from afar. 

    

We can be in -the -midst -of without being centre.

    

Bring focus to the side lines.
    

They frame what is mid –stream.
    

They are places where diversity accumulates.
    

Margins are not marginal.
    

There is no empty space.
    

Allow for the presence of absence.
    

Dancers create, inhabit and reveal habitat.
    

Consider the dancing space as habitat.
    

Placing and Perspectives
    



Landing, 2014

    

Pathways through
    



Allow pathways to be guided by what is already there.

    

A branch, an insect, another dancer.

    

Wandering off the path might be the best path to take. 
    Good forage is rarely to be found on the path.

    

Crossing pathways is an event.
    

It requires sensitive negotiations.
    

Pathways through
    



Flight, 2014

    

Meetings and points of contact
    



Search out points of contact.
    

They offer exchange, relationship and allow something
else to come into being,

something
new

to emerge.

    

Consider the quality of meetings and meeting places. 
    

River confluences offer many examples.

    

Look out for passing places.
    

Make room for passers-by.

    

Flow can gain interest from an interruption or an obstacle. 
    

It takes more effort to obstruct than to flow.

    

Allow ourselves to be acted upon.
    

It allows for collaboration.

    

Allow other time frames
to determine
the duration
of phrases

and performances.
    

The duration of a bird’s song,
the life cycle of a stone fly,
the time it takes
a water molecule to travel 
from source to mouth..

    

Meetings and points of contact
    



Improvising, 2014

    

Working with materials and sites
    



Reflecting is a way in to learning, understanding and generating material. Reflecting is not copying. It is about observing and interpreting.
    

Remember the bedrock.  It grounds the work.
    

Bring all the senses to the work.  Dancing is visceral as well as visual.
    

Take yourself to the site rather than take elements of the site with you.  Water leaks in transport.
    

Working with materials and sites



Proposal for engagement     
- an action score for place making

Habitat can be a score for improvisation.

A score suggests ways to proceed. It is a framework to assist imaginative 
engagement, a way in to improvisation and playful encounters.

Here are sixty ways that habitat could be worked by the diversity of species that 
use it - birduse it - birds, fish, insects, mammals, plants, trees. They suggest potential zones of 
action - on the ground, in the ground and underground; on the water, in the water 
and underwater, in the air. Consider them as a land management strategy.

There are many ways to use the score. Cut them up, share them out, read them 
out.  Explore them through drawing, dancing, making, mapping and conversation. 
Use them as a starting point for writing, photography, music making, walking or 
quiet contemplation. 

Add to the listAdd to the list, create your own. 

Pass them on.

    

Resting Place    Feeding Place    Reflecting Place

Meeting Place    Parting Place    Growing Place

Fishing Place    Nesting Place    Gathering Place

Watering Place   Flooding Place    Grazing Place

Working Place    Building Place    Crossing Place

Flying Place     Exploring Place   Swimming Place

WWashing Place    Hunting Place    Waiting Place

Stalking Place    Dying Place     Passing Place

Sleeping Place    Learning Place    Singing Place

Teaching Place    Dancing Place    Mating Place

Calling Place    Swinging Place    Perching Place

Hovering Place   Playing Place    Sheltering Place  

Disputing Place   Flowing Place    Healing Place

Fighting PlaceFighting Place    Dividing Place    Joining place

Listening Place    Hiding Place    Lingering Place

Trysting Place    Climbing Place    Overhanging Place

Killing Place     Digging Place    Birthing Place

Flowering Place   Falling Place     Catching Place

Leaping Place    Sowing Place    Harvesting Place  

Storing Place    Burying Place    Drying Place


